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Abstract

We introduce a novel technique, called the double wavelet analysis (DWA), for the determination of stellar rotation

periods from time serial data. This first paper aims narrowly at the discussion, introduction and application of the

DWA technique to records of surface magnetism in solar-type (relatively old) lower main sequence stars that are

obtained by the Mount Wilson Observatory (MWO) HK Project. The technique takes a series of careful steps that seek

to optimize wavelet parameters and normalization schemes, ultimately allowing fine-tuned, arguably more accurate,

estimates of rotation-modulated signals (with, e.g., periods of days to months) in records that contain longer period-

icities such as stellar magnetic activity cycles (with, e.g., period of years). The apparent rotation periods estimated from

the DWA technique are generally consistent with results from both ‘‘first-pass’’ (i.e., ordinary) global wavelet spectrum

and earlier classical periodogram analyses. But there are surprises as well. For example, the rotation period of the

ancient subdwarf Goombridge 1830 (HD 103095), previously identified as �31 days, suggests under the DWA tech-

nique a significantly slower period of 60 days. DWA spectra also generally reveal a shift in the cycle period toward high

frequencies (hence shorter periods) compared to the first-pass wavelet spectrum. For solar-type stars analyzed here, the

character of the DWA spectrum and slope of the first-pass global wavelet spectrum produce a classification scheme that

allows a star’s record to be placed into one of three categories.
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1 The algorithm was first introduced under the name adaptive

wavelet but because this term has been widely used for different

wavelet techniques, it has been renamed gapped wavelet (see

Frick et al. (1998) for mathematical motivations and proofs).
2 The Mount Wilson HK Project also actively gathers the Ca

II H and K emission flux data for the Sun. But for the purpose

of present wavelet analysis focusing on rotational signals, we

have instead used the NSO/AFRL/Sac Peak Ca II K-line data

series from November 1976 through April 2003 or so (Keil et

al., 1998; with data updates from Stephen Keil through on-

going private communication) which has denser observational

sampling of the Sun than does the HK Project’s solar record.
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1. Introduction

At Mount Wilson Observatory (MWO) the Ca

II H (396.8 nm) and K (393.4 nm) emission fluxes

have been observed as a proxy for surface mag-
netism (e.g., Fawzy et al., 2002a,b) since 1966 in

many lower main sequence stars, including the Sun

(Wilson, 1978; Baliunas et al., 1995). The primary

goal of that dedicated observational program (HK

Project) is to reveal, most promisingly from theo-

retical studies of hydromagnetic dynamos (e.g.,

Brandenburg and Dobler, 2002; Spruit, 2002; Os-

sendrijver, 2003), the interior physics of the mag-
netic variation that manifests on the surfaces of the

Sun and other lower main sequence stars.

Since 1980 observations have been obtained as

often as several times per week over periods as

long as several months. These densely-sampled

records are suited for studying changes in the

pattern of the Ca II emission features on time-

scales of days to months (Baliunas et al., 1985).
Signals from the modulation of the Ca II fluxes are

sometimes apparent visually, and have been ana-

lyzed with various mathematical techniques. Some

of the variability over periods of days to months

has been interpreted as a direct measure of the

stellar rotation period because it compares well

with spectroscopic inferences of rotation from the

projected rotational velocity, v sin i. In this paper,
we propose a new technique, through a novel ap-

plication of the wavelet transform, to better esti-

mate rotation in a subset of older main-sequence

stars from the HK Project records. Our focus here

is on the illustration of the technique and its re-

search feasibility, so we defer detailed theoretical

interpretation of our results for a future paper.

Because of the nature of our proposed wavelet-
tranform detection technique, we restrict our first

study to a group of older solar-type stars that ex-

hibit sunspot-like activity cycle modulation sig-

nals, as revealed through traditional periodogram

analysis (Baliunas et al., 1995). The reasoning be-

hind the selection of this subset of solar-type stars

is described in Soon et al. (1993). These older stars

are less active F–G and early-K main-sequence
stars below the gap (i.e., group IV) in the survey of

chromospheric activity of 486 stars within 25 pc of

the Sun, as first noted by Vaughan and Preston
(1980). (Henry et al. (1996) confirm the Vaughan–

Preston results in their expanded survey of over

800 southern-hemisphere solar-type stars.)
2. Method of analysis: wavelets

Because of mathematical refinements of the

wavelet transform (i.e., self-similarity of the

wavelet basis function, time–frequency localiza-

tion), the technique has become increasingly pop-

ular as a tool for extracting local time–frequency

information. The wavelet transform differs from

traditional Fourier analysis because of its efficient
ability to detect and quantify multi-scale, nonsta-

tionary processes.

We previously had applied a newly introduced,

gapped wavelet algorithm 1 (Frick et al., 1997) to

the MWO Ca II records of 19 solar-type stars 2

(see, e.g., left columns of Fig. 2 introduced below)

to study time variations from a few days to a year.

The algorithm alleviates two constraints in stellar
activity records that complicate traditional meth-

ods of period analysis: limited duration and sam-

pling gaps. This goal is achieved by fine correction

(adaptation) of the wavelet for a given time and

frequency while still satisfying the admissibility

condition (for which the mean value of the wavelet

must be zero: w ¼ 0). Because the admissibility

condition sometimes is broken when the wavelet
overlaps gaps in the series or at the edges of it, the

gapped wavelet technique has merit.

In this analysis, we use the Morlet wavelet, wðtÞ,
with an adjustable parameter, j, which can be fine-

tuned to yield optimal resolutions of time, t and
frequency, x:
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wðtÞ ¼ e�t2=2j2ei2pt: ð1Þ
The resolution of the wavelet for a given charac-

teristic timescale, T , are:

dt ¼ cjT ; dx ¼ c
jT

; ð2Þ

where c is a constant of order unity. Small values

of j give better time resolution while large values

of j improve frequency resolution. The key step

in any application of the wavelet transform is to

deduce the optimum trade-off between frequency

and time resolution; the art is to choose j care-

fully so that it fits the physical phenomena of

interest.
The commonly adopted value of j is 1; the

limit j ! 1 corresponds to the Fourier trans-

form. But the choice of j is highly restricted by

the admissibility condition, w ¼ 0, so that only a

finite range and discrete values of j are allowed.

Under the application of the standard Morlet

wavelet algorithm, the admissibility condition

breaks down when j is below unity because the
real parts of the Morlet wavelet do not vanish. In

a rather sharp contrast, because of the renor-

malization performed in the gapped wavelet algo-

rithm, that problem is avoided automatically and

a wide range of j (provided j is not too small)

can be used.
3. Double wavelet analysis

Wavelet transform maps the one-dimensional

time series f ðtÞ into the two-dimensional plane

ðt; aÞ (the time and timescale or the more familiar

time and frequency plane):

W ða; tÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
a

p
Z

f ðt0Þw t0 � t
a

� �
dt0;

where w is the basis Morlet wavelet function rep-

resented in (1). For simple signals the map W ða; tÞ
has a simple, easily interpreted structure: a strip

for a pure harmonical signal, isolated spots for

pulses and so on. But in the case of actual data, the

interpretation of the wavelet map can be a very

difficult task. The simplest general characteristic of

the wavelet transform is its global (or integral)
spectrum, which is calculated as:
MðaÞ ¼ MðT Þ ¼
Z

jW ða; tÞj2dt;

and again, the limit j ! 1 coincides with the
Fourier power spectrum of the signal. Hereafter,

we use the two symbols a and T interchangably to

denote timescale.

More sophisticated analysis of the wavelet

plane can be done by reutilizing the wavelets

themselves; we shall call such a procedure the

double wavelet analysis (DWA). A form of the

DWA technique was earlier previewed in Soon
et al. (1999) while those authors were analysing the

frequency beating of stellar rotational features in

the wavelet plane (see Fig. 3 of that paper).

Stellar magnetic activity is largely a nonlinear

phenomenon often with a complex space–time

structure, including global time variations, local

signals from magnetic spots or structures, etc.,

operating on a rotating and convecting body. The
observed signal is an surface-integrated charac-

teristic of the activity of a given star typically

measured with a time step 1 day covering an ob-

servational seasonal window of a few months, with

random or systematic pauses or observational

gaps from days to weeks depending on the both

the sky condition and observational scheduling.

The whole length of the time series under discus-
sion is about 10–32 years long.

We analyze stars which display well pro-

nounced, quasi-periodical cycles not morpholog-

ically unlike the 11-year sunspot cycle, with

periods of the stellar cycles in the range of 3–20

years. The previously-estimated rotation periods

(Baliunas et al., 1996; relisted as column five in

Table 1 here) of our group of stars varies in the
range of 10–50 days. If the typical life time of

the strongest local surface structures is at least

longer than the period of rotation, then these

features can contribute to the rotational varia-

tion of the integrated surface flux, introducing a

corresponding rotation-related frequency in the

power spectrum. In some cases the correspond-

ing rotation peak in the spectrum is well defined
(see, e.g., Fig. 2(a) for the Sun and HD 81809)

but in others it is doubtful that it even exists

(see, e.g., Fig. 2(b) and (c) for HD 32147 and

HD 219834A, respectively, and Table 1).



Table 1

Summary of rotational and activity cycle signals from time-spectra of stellar Ca II H and K fluxes

Group Star c j Tr (d) Tc (d) Tr (DWA) (d)

Old New New New

I Sun 1.0 1–2 25 27 3670 27

HD 3651 0.7 0.5–2 44 38 5200 42, 6

HD 4628 1.2 1–2 39 38 3750 38, 5(?)

HD 16160 1 0.5–1 48 51 4800 52

HD 26965 0.8 0.5–2 43 42 3800 44(?), 4(?)

HD 81809 0.7 0.5–2 41 40 2900 40, 5(?)

HD 103095 0.7 1–4 31 36 2650 60, 4

HD 160346 1.2 1–4 37 34 2550 33, 6(?)

HD 201091 1.0 1–4 35 36 2600 36, 16(?)

II HD 10476 0.7 0.3–2 35 36 3750 37, 4(?)

HD 32147 1.0 0.5–2 – 42(?) 4000 41(?)

HD 146233 0.4 1–4 22 24 3300 25(?), 11

HD 166620 0.5 1–4 43 43 5400 43, 100, 5(?)

HD 201092 0.6 0.3–4 38 36 4050 38

HD 219834B 0.5 1–4 43 14, 50(?) 3500 52(?), 4

III HD 100180 0.2 2-4 14 38 3700, 1350 9

HD 161239 0.4 1–4 – 10, 23 1900 7

HD 187691 0.2 1 10 11, 22(?) 3000 2.2(?)

HD 219834A 0.2 1–4 42 48, 8(?) 7000 6

Column 1: Group classification (see text).

Column 2: Star name.

Column 3: Mean spectral slope, c, of first-pass wavelet, M1ðaÞ � ac.
Column 4: Optimal range of time–frequency resolution parameter, j.
Column 5: Estimated rotation period from classical periodogram analysis (Baliunas et al., 1996). Two stars (HD 32147 and HD

161239) were without prior rotation period determinations.

Column 6: Peak power, Tr (days), near the approximate rotation period (days to weeks) from the first-pass wavelet calculation.

Weak peaks are denoted by the symbol ‘‘?’’; two peaks are listed if they fall within range of days to weeks.

Column 7: Peak power, Tc (days), near the expected activity cycle period (thousands of days). Two peaks are evident for HD

100180.

Column 8: Estimated peaks power within the window of possible periods, Tr (DWA) (days), from DWA calculation. In this paper,

we did not established Tr as a physical measure of rotation. For HD 187691, although the peak seems strong, the frequency is close to

the sampling interval, so the detection is discounted with a questionmark.
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The idea of the DWA determination of the ro-

tation period can be illustrated by analogy to a

simple radio receiver. In that example, one starts

with a high frequency signal (the rotation fre-

quency mr) which is, in turn, modulated by a low
frequency (the cycle frequency mc) with the ratio

mr=mc typically on the order of 100. Through the

radio receiver, one then uses the frequency-tuner

to hunt for the high frequency mark at which the

best sound for the low frequency can be obtained.

Let us try to do the same in the wavelet time

and timescale (frequency) plane. We first start by

taking the wavelet transform of the signal f ðtÞ in
order to derive the wavelet coefficients W1ða; tÞ:
W1ða; tÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
a

p
Z

f ðt0Þw t0 � t
a

� �
dt0: ð3Þ

Using the Morlet wavelet with adequate spectral
resolution (see below for further details on the

choice of j), we calculate the wavelet spectrum:

M1ðaÞ ¼
Z

jW1ða; tÞj2da; ð4Þ

and look for a peak that apparently corresponds

to the stellar cycle period, defining this parameter

as Tc.
Next we re-calculate the wavelet transform (3)

but now using a value of j with very good time but

relatively low spectral resolution (i.e., j ¼ 0:3).
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This step allows us to maximize the information

content on time-variation, in preparation for the

DWA calculation. We next perform another

wavelet transform for each timescale, a, assigning
only one scale parameter, fixed at a ¼ Tc, during
the second-pass wavelet transform. This is the
equivalent of the frequency tuning step in the radio

receiver analogy that fixes the low frequency while

hunting for the nominal high-frequency compo-

nent(s), defined as Tr, which may correspond to the

rotation period. We then calculate

W2ða; tÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
a

p
Z

jW1ða; t0Þjw
t0 � t
Tc

� �
dt0; ð5Þ

and here W1ða; tÞ are the 2-dimensional wavelet

coefficients from the sweep through the original

time series f ðtÞ with optimal time resolution

(j ¼ 0:3). For this very last step a good spectral

resolution is required (j ¼ 4). Finally, we plot the

DWA spectrum:

M2ðaÞ ¼
Z

jW2ða; tÞj2da; ð6Þ

to search for the high-frequency or rotation-modu-

lated or active magnetic features-induced signals (or

a combination of those explanatory factors). Note

that Tr and Tc correspond to strong spectrum peaks

in thewindows corresponding to rotation (periodsof

days to weeks) and activity cycles (thousands of

days); they do not necessarily correspond physically

to the rotation and cycle periods. Interpreting Tr and
Tc as rotation and activity cycle periods would

require further, detailed investigation.
4. Results and discussion

We start by simulating the first wavelet spectrum

(4) for five different values of j: 4, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.3

in order to assess the relative sensitivity of period

determinations (either Tr or Tc) on various wavelet

parameter values and (re-)normalization schemes.

Fig. 1(a) shows the wavelet spectrum of solar Ca II
K-line fluxes for these five values of j. The spectra
give two well-pronounced local maxima at time-

scale about Tr � 27 days and the Tc � 3670 days.

Independently, one knows that the values of Tr
and Tc can be interpreted as estimates of the solar
rotation and cycle periods, respectively. However,

the determination of rotation period cannot be

done with accuracy better than a few days because

of the intrinsic differential rotation of various sur-

face magnetic features on both the Sun and solar-

type stars (see also discussion in Soon et al., 1999).
From the top curve (highest value of j) down

to the bottom one (lowest value of j) in Fig. 1, the

global spectra become systematically smoother at

all frequencies because the frequency-resolution

degrades. For high-j cases, the rotation peaks in

the stellar spectra often form sharp ‘‘horns’’ on

top of blunted ‘‘hills’’. Fig. 1(a) also shows that

the lower-j curves have their Tr peaks systemati-
cally shifted to the right. This tendency arises be-

cause the spectrum grows rapidly toward large a
or T scales (i.e., the right) and the shift is dispro-

portionately larger as the frequency resolution of

the analyzing wavelet becomes worse (as j gets

smaller). Such an effect can be minimized by a

spectrum renormalization procedure. In Fig. 1(b),

we show the wavelet spectra of the same solar Ca
II K-line record but now we adopt an alternative

normalization factor of 1=a rather than 1=
ffiffiffi
a

p
in

(4). We note that the normalization factor of 1=
ffiffiffi
a

p

in (4) was first chosen and considered ‘‘normal’’

because as the frequency-resolution parameter, j,
goes to 1, the wavelet spectrum approaches that

of the traditional Fourier transform. Fig. 1(b) in-

dicates that the spectra are now almost flat and the
position of the rotation peak remains more stable

than before. In all subsequent period determina-

tions for Tr and Tc from the wavelet spectra MðaÞ,
we have used this alternative normalization factor

for all stars which have spectral slopes, c (defined

in the following paragraph), steeper than 0.7 (see

Table 1).

Equipped with the above illustration of subtle
but important sensitivities of the wavelet results

on various parameters and normalization

schemes, we next search for the optimal wavelet

representation for calculation of the DWA spec-

trum for each star. The original, first-pass stellar

spectrum is first characterized by defining its

mean spectral slope c (M1ðaÞ � acÞ, which roughly

covers timescales from 10 < T < 300 days. The
spectral slope thus determined is included in

Fig. 2 and listed in Table 1. In Table 1, we also



Fig. 1. (a) Wavelet spectra for the solar Ca II K flux calculated with five different values of the time–frequency resolution parameter, j
(sequentially, from the top to bottom, j¼ 4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.3), and normalized by

ffiffiffi
a

p
, and (b) same wavelet spectra but now normalized by

the factor 1=a instead of 1=
ffiffiffi
a

p
as in panel (a).
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show the range of optimal values for the time–
frequency resolution parameter, j, which in turn

allows the determination of the nominal values

for Tr and Tc. We note that in the optimal range

of j, the position of spectral maxima remain

stable. For all 19 stars the optimal j values in-

clude j ¼ 1 and hence, we plotted only the j ¼ 1

results for all the first-pass (4) wavelet spectra in

Fig. 2.
A peak in Fig. 2 is deemed meaningful and

listed in Table 1 if it is relatively strong in both the

first-pass and DWA spectra. Weaker peaks are

denoted by a ‘‘?’’ in Table 1. A truly objective

determination of the existence of a period through

statistical means is difficult, owing especially to
nonstationarity of signals. In a future paper, we
will study the significance of periodicities through

physical models rather than statistical means.

We have calculated for every star the DWA

transform (5) and we show the corresponding

DWA spectraM2ðaÞ (6) (thick solid curves) in Fig. 2
for each star along with the first-pass wavelet

spectrumM1ðaÞ (thin solid curves). The comparison

between the calculated first-pass and second-pass
spectrum often reveals a shift toward shorter

timescales (higher frequencies) of the peak corre-

sponding to the activity cycle. The value of this shift

depends on the shape of the activity variation of the

cycle itself and offers itself as a measure of an har-

monicity of a stellar activity cycle. This measure of



Fig. 2. Original chromospheric activity data time series (left column) and their corresponding first-pass and second-pass (DWA)

wavelet spectra (right column) for all 19 stars. Stars classified in Group I are shown in (a), Group II in (b) and Group III

in (c).
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stellar activity and its relation to parameters of
stellar dynamo theory will be discussed and inter-

preted in a future paper (Baliunas et al., 2004).
Upon consideration of the structure of the
DWA spectra M2ðaÞ, this sample of solar-type

stars can be separated into three groups.



Fig. 2 (continued)
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Group I. (Fig. 2(a)) contains nine stars with two

peaks dominating in their M2ðaÞ spectra; the peaks
seem to correspond to the rotational and cycle

periods Tr and Tc, respectively, based on previous

determinations. For these stars, the idea of deter-
mining a rotation period more finely as in the

analogy of a radio receiver described above, works

rather well. Ideal execution of the tuning method

is seen in HD 81809 or HD 4628. The rotation

period deduced by DWA (last column of Table 1)

largely agree with the values determined from the

first-pass wavelet-spectrum itself and previous de-

terminations using the Lomb–Scargle periodo-
gram (Baliunas et al., 1996). But in a few cases
(HD 3651 and HD 26965) the values of the rota-

tion period differ slightly, by as much as 10%. In

one extreme case, HD 103095 – a very old sub-

dwarf – the DWA technique gives a significantly

different rotation period, 60 days, instead of 36
days seen in the first-pass wavelet spectrum. The

previous, periodogram result determined a rota-

tion period of 31 days for HD 103095 (Baliunas

et al., 1996). We note that the confidence in the

detection of the signal in the DWA spectrum for

HD 103095 is very high. If that longest value of Tr,
as seen in the DWA spectrum, can be confirmed as

the rotation period, the interpretation of magnetic
activity for this star may be radically altered.



Fig. 2 (continued)
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We also note the appearance of peaks plausibly

related to signals of activity modulated by domi-
nant Ca II active-features within the range of 2–10

days (a fact which is particularly notable for stellar
spectra for Group III discussed below). For

example, the DWA spectrum of HD 3651 contains
not only the readily identifiable peak at 42 days –

variability that most likely associated with the



Fig. 2 (continued)
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modulation made by the mean stellar rotation

period – but it also contains a signature from

surface activity features operating on characteris-

tic timescales of six days. The DWA spectrum of
the old subdwarf HD 103095 also contains a clear

peak at four days whose interpretation we will

postpone for a future paper.

As mentioned above, the second spectral max-

imum in M2ðaÞ, which is assumed to correspond to

the activity cycle period Tc, is shifted towards

shorter timescales relative to the original cycle

period calculated from M1ðaÞ and thus shows a
substantial anharmonicity of the main cycle.

Group II. (Fig. 2(b)) contains six stars (HD

32147, HD 10476, HD 146233, HD 166620, HD

201092, and HD 219834B). Like the stars in

Group I, the DWA spectra for Group II stars also

display two discernible maxima, corresponding to

Tr and Tc, respectively, but the Group II DWA
spectra also contain one or more additional peaks

between Tr and Tc. For example, the DWA spectra

of HD 10476 and HD 32147 are very smooth,

displaying two to three additional weak maxima,
which are of the same order of relative magnitude

as the maxima corresponding to the presumed

rotation and cycle periods. In contrast, the DWA

spectra of HD 166620 and HD 201092 contain

only one maximum but a very strong one at the

intermediate scales between Tr and Tc (see Fig. 2).

Peaks at short timescales, between 2 and 10 days

as in Group I, are also obvious, especially for HD
146233 and HD 219834B (see also Table 1).

Group III. (Fig. 2(c)) contains four stars (HD

100180, HD 161239, HD 187691, and HD

219834A). The amplitude of the DWA spectra of

these stars grows very rapidly towards the small

scales (see Fig. 2). This makes the determination of

the rotation period in the DWA spectra more dif-
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ficult. But it is obvious that there are also robust

peaks that are within the time scale of 2–10 days:

about nine days for HD 100180, 6–8 days for HD

161239 and six days for HD 219834A. For HD

187691, although the peak seems strong, the fre-

quency is so close to the sampling interval that the
detection is discounted with a questionmark. We

also note that the classification for HD 161239 is

less certain because the star’s DWA spectrum could

be considered to be a borderline case between

Groups II and III. Finally, we note that Group III

involves stars with relatively flat first-pass wavelet

spectra, M1ðaÞ, and relatively weak, ill-defined ac-

tivity cycles, Tc. Thus, the technique of tuning to Tc
may not yield a robust resolution for the apparent

rotation signal. In addition, the value of the spec-

tral slopes, c, for stars in Group III is low – only

about 0.2–0.4 (see Table 1). In contrast, stars in

Group I have values of spectral slopes of their first-

pass spectra in the range of c�0.7–1.2.

The DWA technique seems promising for the

determination of more accurate rotation periods
compared to traditional periodogram analysis. It

also leads to a definition of a new, observational

stellar activity parameter, the anharmonicity of an

activity cycle (for which theoretical interpretation

and discussion are deferred for Baliunas et al.,

2004). The information content derived from a

wavelet spectrum can be carefully maximized

through optimal selection of the time–frequency
resolution parameter, j, and the normalization

factor. Such an approach could be useful for other

physical systems. We will report on our theoretical

interpretations of our new DWA-determined ro-

tation periods in future study but are contemplat-

ing the possibilities of seeing multi-scale variations

and signals related to various rotational magnetic-

features on the unresolved surfaces of these solar-
type stars for the first time. That would require the

construction of detailed, rotational modulation

models to help interpret the DWA spectra.
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